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Item 1.01    Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

See Item 2.01, for information regarding a debtor in possession facility agreement dated September 16, 2014 (“DIP Facility”). The description of the DIP Facility is incorporated
by reference herein.

Item 2.01    Completion of Acquisition or Disposition of Assets.

On September 16, 2014 U. S. Steel Canada Inc. (“USSC” or “U. S. Steel Canada”), an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation (“U. S. Steel”),
applied for relief from its creditors pursuant to Canada’s Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36, as amended (“CCAA”), in an action titled: In the matter
of the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36, as amended, and in the Matter of a Proposed Plan of Arrangement with respect to U. S. Steel Canada
Inc./Acier U. S. Canada, Inc. Application under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36, as amended (the “Filing”) in the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice (the “Court”) in Ontario, Canada.

Pursuant to the DIP Facility, another subsidiary of U. S. Steel, U. S. Steel Holdings, Inc. (“Holdings”) has agreed to provide USSC with up to C$185,000,000 in secured debtor
in possession financing to permit USSC to continue operations at least through the end of 2015.

The terms of the DIP Facility are subject to approval by the Court and include the following:

• Holdings agrees from time to time to make loans to USSC in an aggregate principal amount of up to
C$185,000,000.

• Loans will bear interest at a rate of 5% per
annum.

• Loans under the DIP Facility will be secured by all of USSC’s property subject to certain exceptions negotiated from time to
time.

• The DIP Facility will expire on December 31, 2015, and all outstanding loans will be due and payable at that
time.

• Conditions to borrowing, representations, warranties, covenants and agreements as well as events of default and remedies typical for this type of facility for a company
in a CCAA proceeding.

The foregoing summary of certain terms of the DIP Facility is qualified in its entirety by the complete text of the DIP Facility a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit
10.1.

As a result of the Filing, U. S. Steel has determined that USSC and its subsidiaries will be deconsolidated from U. S. Steel’s financial statements as of the date of the Filing.
USSC will continue to operate its business during the CCAA proceeding, subject to any orders of the Court.

Among other things, USSC has requested that the Court approve the following:

• The ability of USSC to continue to own its properties, operate its business, and conduct affairs with U. S. Steel in accordance with existing
agreements;

• The ability of USSC to continue to pay wages, taxes and reasonable expenses incurred in the conduct of its
business;

• The retention of Rothschild Inc. as the financial advisor for
USSC;

• The appointment of Ernst & Young Inc. as the Monitor pursuant to the CCAA;
and

• The DIP
Facility.

Item 2.04 Triggering Events That Accelerate or Increase a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation under an Off-Balance Sheet Arrangement.

See Item 2.01 which is incorporated by reference herein.

The Filing, which occurred on September 16, 2014, is an event of default under the terms of the Province Note Loan Agreement dated as of March 31, 2006, between USSC
(then known as Stelco Inc.) and Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of Ontario (the “Province Note”) which also provide that the Province Note became
immediately due and payable upon the Filing. As of the date of the Filing, the aggregate principal amount due under the Province Note is C$150,000,000 (approximately
US$136,000,000), and there was C$689,630 (approximately US$636,000) of accrued interest. As a result of the Filing, USSC will not be able to pay the amount due and
payable on the Province Note absent approval of the Court.

Pursuant to Section 6.01(v) of the Seventh Supplemental Indenture dated as of March 26, 2013, between U. S. Steel and The Bank of New York Mellon, as trustee, a failure of
USSC to pay the Province Note when due would constitute an event of default that enables the trustee for, or the holders of not less than 25% of the outstanding principal
amount of, U. S. Steel’s 2.75% Senior Convertible Notes Due 2019 (the “2.75% Notes”) to declare the 2.75% Notes immediately due and payable. The outstanding principal
amount of the 2.75% Notes is $316,250,000 and, as of the date of the Filing, the accrued interest on the 2.75% Notes totaled approximately $4 million. If this occurs, U.S. Steel
plans to use cash to pay these notes.
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The Filing does not trigger any other events of default under any material USSC or U. S. Steel financing arrangements.

Item 8.01 Other Events.

Updated Third Quarter Outlook

On September 16, 2014, U. S. Steel issued a press release stating that in connection with the Filing as discussed in Item 2.01 and the decisions made by the Company regarding
its Keetac iron ore pellet operations and its Gary Works carbon alloy facilities as hereinafter discussed, the Company is revising its outlook for the third quarter of 2014.

A copy of the press release is attached as Exhibit 99.1.

U. S. Steel Canada

The actions taken in connection with U. S. Steel Canada will affect the consolidated balance sheet and the consolidated statement of operations of U. S. Steel in the third quarter
of 2014. On a pro forma basis and as a result of the deconsolidation of USSC, U. S. Steel’s shareholders’ equity for the period ended June 30, 2014 would have increased by
approximately $225 million. This increase in shareholders’ equity is principally related to a reduction of approximately $1.4 billion of liabilities, of which approximately $1.0
billion is for underfunded pensions and post-employment benefits. U. S. Steel expects to record a non-cash loss on deconsolidation of between $300 to $350 million in the third
quarter of 2014.

Keetac and Gary Works Facilities

U. S. Steel has completed its review of select strategic capital investments and has decided not to pursue an expansion of its iron ore pellet operations at the Keewatin, MN
(Keetac) facility. U. S. Steel also has decided to permanently idle the first module and not to construct the planned second module of its carbon alloy facilities at its Gary Works
in Gary, IN. As a result of these actions, U. S. Steel will record a non-cash pre-tax charge of approximately $250 million in the third quarter of 2014.

Sale of Real Estate Interests

On August 28, 2014, U. S. Steel completed the sale of surface rights and mineral royalty revenue streams in the State of Alabama that generated approximately $55 million of
cash and pre-tax income.

Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(b)    Pro forma financial information.

Unaudited Pro Forma Consolidated Financial Information is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.2 and is incorporated by reference herein.

(d)    Exhibits

10.1 DIP Facility dated September 16, 2014 between U. S. Steel Canada Inc. as borrower and United States Steel Corporation as
lender.

99.1 Press release issued by U. S. Steel on September 16,
2014.

99.2 Unaudited Pro Forma Consolidated Financial
Information.
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SIGNATURE

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto
duly authorized.

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

By /s/ Colleen M. Darragh

 
----------------------------

 
Colleen M. Darragh

 
Acting Controller

Dated: September 16, 2014
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Exhibit 10.1

DIP FACILITY TERM SHEET

DATED as of September 16, 2014

WHEREAS the Borrower (as defined below) has requested that the DIP Lender (as defined below) provide financing to fund certain of
the Borrower’s obligations during the pendency of the Borrower’s proceeding (the “CCAA Proceeding”) under the Companies’ Creditors
Arrangement Act (Canada) (the “CCAA”) to be commenced before the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) (the “CCAA
Court”) and in accordance with the terms and conditions set out herein;

NOW THEREFORE the parties, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual agreements contained herein (the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby irrevocably acknowledged), agree as follows:

BORROWER: U. S. Steel Canada Inc. (the “Borrower”)

GUARANTORS: Unconditional guarantees by:

1.    All existing and future direct or indirect wholly owned subsidiaries of the Borrower that are also debtor companies in the CCAA
Proceeding (collectively with the Borrower, the “CCAA Debtors”); and

2.    All other existing and future wholly-owned direct or indirect subsidiaries of the Borrower unless otherwise agreed by the DIP
Lender (as defined below) (collectively with the CCAA Debtors other than the Borrower, the “ Guarantors” and collectively with the
CCAA Parties including the Borrower, the “Loan Parties”).

DIP LENDER: U.S. Steel Holdings, Inc. (in such capacity only, the “DIP Lender”) and/or one or more affiliates thereof, to be designated at closing.

STATUS OF EXISTING
FACILITY:

In consideration of the DIP Lender agreeing to provide the DIP Facility (as defined below) and with effect upon the earlier of the date
of execution of this DIP Facility Term Sheet (the “Agreement”) and the date immediately preceding the date upon which the
Borrower obtains an initial order in the CCAA Proceeding (the “Initial Order”), the Borrower agrees that no further credit is
available under (i) the Loan Agreement dated as of October 29, 2007, as amended by Letter Agreement dated as of December 21,
2007, between U. S. Steel Canada Limited Partnership, as lender and 1344973 Alberta ULC (predecessor to U. S. Steel Canada Inc.)
as borrower (the “Pre-Filing Unsecured Credit Agreement”); and (ii) the Third Amended and Restated Loan Agreement dated as of
October 30, 2013 between United States Steel Credit Corporation (predecessor of U. S. Steel Holdings, Inc.) and U. S. Steel Canada
Inc. (the “Pre-Filing Secured Credit Agreement” and together with the Unsecured Pre-Filing Credit Agreement, the “Pre-Filing
Credit Agreements”) and agrees that it will not request any further draws thereunder.
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DIP FACILITY & DIP
COMMITMENT:

A superpriority (debtor in possession) revolving credit facility (the “DIP Facility”) up to the maximum principal amount of
CDN$185,000,000.00 (the “Maximum Commitment”), subject to the terms and conditions contained herein. The maximum amount
of credit available under the DIP Facility from time to time (the “Maximum Availability ”) shall be determined in accordance with
the schedule of Maximum Availability attached hereto as Schedule “ A”, subject to such changes (if any) to which the Borrower and
the DIP Lender may agree from time to time. All advances by the DIP Lender to the Borrower under the DIP Facility shall be referred
to herein as the “DIP Advances”.

The Borrower may request a DIP Advance by providing notice to the DIP Lender before 9:00 a.m. Eastern Standard Time on the
second business day prior to the date the DIP Advance is to be made.

DIP Advances shall be deposited into a bank account to be designated by the Borrower at a financial institution approved by the DIP
Lender (the “Borrower’s Account”) and utilized by the Borrower in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The DIP Facility
will revolve in multiples of $500,000. The Borrower’s Account shall be subject to a first priority security interest in favour of the DIP
Lender (subject to the Permitted Priority Liens (as defined below)) and the Borrower shall use commercially reasonable efforts to
obtain an account control agreement with the depository bank in a form and substance acceptable to the DIP Lender.

USE OF PROCEEDS: The Borrower is authorized to use DIP Advances: (i) to provide working capital and for other general corporate purposes of the Loan
Parties; (ii) to make payments necessary to comply with the Initial Order; (iii) to provide guarantees, letters of credit, and other forms
of credit support related to the Loan Parties’ business and operations; and (iv) to pay interest, fees and expenses payable under the DIP
Facility, in each case of the foregoing paragraphs (i) to (iv), consistent with the Agreed Budgets (as defined below) in all material
respects to the extent reasonably practicable in the circumstances; provided that no proceeds from the DIP Facility or the Collateral
(defined below) shall be used other than in accordance with this Agreement unless otherwise agreed in writing by the DIP Lender.

EVIDENCE OF
INDEBTEDNESS:

The DIP Lender shall open and maintain accounts and records evidencing the DIP Advances. The DIP Lender’s accounts and records
constitute, in the absence of manifest error, prima facie evidence of the indebtedness of the Borrower to the DIP Lender pursuant to
the DIP Facility.

DENOMINATION: Unless otherwise stated all monetary dominations shall be in Canadian dollars.

INTEREST RATE: Borrowings under the DIP Facility shall bear interest at five percent (5.00%) per annum on the outstanding principal balance of the
DIP Advances.

Interest shall be paid monthly in arrears on the first business day of the month following the month in respect of which interest is
being paid. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the Interest Rate shall increase by 2% per annum.

All interest and fees will be calculated on the basis of a 365 day year and actual days elapsed.

FEES: The Borrower shall pay the DIP Lender a fee equal to 2% of the Maximum Commitment, which amount shall be earned by the DIP
Lender upon acceptance of this Agreement by the Borrower and issuance by the CCAA Court of the DIP Order (as defined below) and
payable by the Borrower from the initial DIP Advance.

If the DIP Facility is permanently and indefeasibly repaid prior to the Borrower or any of the CCAA Debtors, as applicable, exiting
the CCAA Proceeding utilizing funds advanced to any of the Loan Parties by a party other than the DIP Lender, the Borrower shall
pay the DIP Lender an exit fee (the “Exit Fee”) of $5.55 million, being 3% of the Maximum Commitment. 
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REPAYMENT: All amounts owing to the DIP Lender under the DIP Facility shall be due and payable on the earliest of the occurrence of any of the
following: (i) December 31, 2015; (ii) the implementation of a plan of compromise or arrangement within the CCAA Proceeding (a
“Plan”), which has been approved by the requisite majorities of the Borrower’s creditors, by an order entered by the CCAA Court (the
“Sanction Order”) and by the DIP Lender; (iii) conversion of the CCAA Proceeding into a proceeding under the Bankruptcy and
Insolvency Act (Canada) (“BIA”); (iv) the completion of the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Loan Parties in the
aggregate (unless the DIP Lender consents to such sale and agrees that the DIP Facility shall remain outstanding, subject to any
reduction to the Maximum Availability required by the DIP Lender); and (v) an Event of Default, as defined below, in respect of
which the DIP Lender has elected at its sole discretion to accelerate all amounts owing and demand repayment (such earliest date, the
“Maturity Date”). The DIP Lender’s commitment to make DIP Advances to the Borrower shall expire on the Maturity Date and all
amounts outstanding under the DIP Facility shall be permanently and indefeasibly repaid no later than the Maturity Date, without the
DIP Lender being required to make demand upon the Borrower or the other Loan Parties or to give notice that the DIP Facility has
expired and the obligations thereunder are due and payable, except as required by the DIP Order. The Sanction Order shall not
discharge or otherwise affect in any way any of the joint and several obligations of Borrower and the other Loan Parties to the DIP
Lender under the DIP Facility, other than after the permanent and indefeasible payment in cash to the DIP Lender of all obligations
under the DIP Facility on or before the date the Plan is implemented.

MANDATORY PREPAYMENT: Unless the DIP Lender consents otherwise, the Borrower is required to prepay amounts outstanding under the DIP Facility: (i) upon
the receipt of net cash proceeds from the issuance by any of the Loan Parties of any indebtedness other than (a) trade payables and (b)
capital leases and purchase-money security interests incurred in the ordinary course of business (collectively, the “Permitted Debt”);
(ii) upon receipt of insurance proceeds or condemnation awards unless the Loan Parties reinvest such proceeds in similar assets prior
to the earlier of the Maturity Date and 270 days from the receipt of such proceeds; (iii) upon the receipt of net cash proceeds from the
sale of any of the Collateral outside the ordinary course of business; and (iv) the amount by which the Loan Parties’ cash on hand
(which amount shall be determined after deduction for cheques or other orders for payment issued by the Borrower but not yet
presented for payment), determined as at the close of business on the Friday of each week, exceeds $20 million, unless the DIP Lender
otherwise agrees. A prepayment pursuant to subparagraphs (i)-(iii) above will result in a permanent reduction of the Maximum
Commitment equal to the amount by which such prepayment exceeds $500,000.

VOLUNTARY PREPAYMENTS: Voluntary prepayment of the DIP Facility is permitted in whole or in partial payments of at least $500,000, with prior written notice to
the DIP Lender, provided that the Borrower shall not be permitted to permanently reduce the Maximum Commitment or terminate the
DIP Facility prior to the Maturity Date.

DIP LENDER ACCOUNT: All payments to the DIP Lender shall be made by wire transfer to the account specified in writing to the Borrower from time to time.
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AGREED BUDGETS: Attached hereto as Schedule “B” are the following:

1.    A rolling 13-week period detailed budget (the “Agreed Weekly Budget”), which is in form and substance satisfactory to the DIP
Lender; and

2.    A 12-month period detailed budget (the “Agreed Monthly Budget”), which is in form and substance satisfactory to the DIP
Lender.

Every four weeks, the Borrower will provide the DIP Lender with an updated weekly budget of the following 13 week period in
reasonably similar form to the Agreed Weekly Budget attached as Schedule “B” hereto (as updated, the “ Updated Weekly Budget”)
describing the Borrower’s updated cash flow requirements which must be prepared by the Borrower in good faith and approved by the
Monitor. An Updated Weekly Budget which has been approved by the Monitor and does not result in the occurrence of an Updated
Budget Default (as defined below) shall be the Agreed Weekly Budget for the purpose of this Agreement. In addition, the DIP Lender
may from time-to-time require the Borrower to provide an updated monthly budget for the following 12 month period (but not to
extend past December 31, 2015) in reasonably similar form to the Agreed Monthly Budget attached as Schedule “B” hereto (the
“Updated Monthly Budget”) describing the Borrower’s updated cash flow requirements, which must be prepared in good faith by the
Borrower and approved by the Monitor. The Borrower shall deliver an updated Monthly Budget within three (3) business days
following the request therefor. An Updated Monthly Budget which has been approved by the Monitor and does not result in an
Updated Budget Default shall be the Agreed Monthly Budget for the purpose of this Agreement. The DIP Lender shall provide written
notice to the Borrower indicating that an Updated Weekly or Monthly Budget has resulted in the occurrence of an Updated Budget
Default by the close of business on the third (3rd) business day following receipt of such Updated Weekly or Monthly Budget, failing
which such Updated Weekly or Monthly Budget shall be deemed not to have resulted in the occurrence of an Updated Budget
Default. The Agreed Weekly Budget and the Agreed Monthly Budget in effect from time to time are referred to as the “ Agreed
Budgets”.

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO
DIP ADVANCES:

The DIP Lender’s agreement to make DIP Advances to the Borrower is subject to satisfaction of the following conditions precedent
(the “Funding Conditions”), as determined by the DIP Lender in its sole discretion:

1.    Immediately prior to September 16, 2014 (the “Filing Date”), the Borrower agrees that in consideration of the DIP Lender
agreeing to provide the DIP Facility, no further credit is available under the Pre-filing Credit Agreements and that it will not request
any further draws thereunder;

2.    The Borrower’s application materials in connection with its application for the Initial Order shall be satisfactory to the DIP
Lender and such application shall be brought before the CCAA Court on the Filing Date on notice to such parties as are acceptable to
the DIP Lender;

3.    The Court shall have issued the Initial Order, which must be satisfactory to the DIP Lender, on or before the Filing Date, the
Initial Order has not been amended, restated or modified without the consent of the DIP Lender, all applicable appeal periods related
thereto have expired and any appeal or motion for leave to appeal, has been finally disposed of with no further right of appeal or leave
to appeal (a “Final Order” for the purposes hereof);

4.    On the Filing Date the CCAA Court shall have issued an order satisfactory to the DIP Lender approving the process for giving
interested parties notice of the hearing for approval of the DIP Facility and other relief to be sought by the CCAA Debtors under the
DIP Order (as defined below) (the “DIP Approval Process Order”);

5.    A motion for the DIP Order, in form and substance satisfactory to the DIP Lender, shall be served on such parties as required by
the DIP Lender within four (4) business days of the Filing Date and subsequently filed with the CCAA Court and notice of the hearing
shall be given to the applicable recipients in accordance with the DIP Approval Process Order;
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6.    The CCAA Court shall have issued and entered an order (the “DIP Order”) within 21 days of the Filing Date, in form and
substance satisfactory to the DIP Lender, approving this Agreement and the DIP Facility, granting the DIP Lender a charge (the “ DIP
Lender’s Charge”) on the Collateral of the CCAA Debtors securing all obligations owing by the CCAA Debtors to the DIP Lender
hereunder including, without limitation, all principal, interest and DIP Lender’s Fees and Expenses (as defined below) (collectively,
the “DIP Obligations”) and such order shall not have been amended, restated or modified without the consent of the DIP Lender and
shall have become a Final Order. Between the date of issuance of the DIP Order and the date the DIP Order becomes a Final Order,
the DIP Lender will advance up to $35 million to the Borrower under the DIP Facility (or such higher amount, if any, as the DIP
Lender may agree) in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, provided the other Funding Conditions have been satisfied and the
DIP Order has not been stayed. Without limiting the foregoing, the DIP Order shall provide that the DIP Lender’s Charge shall have
priority over all liens, charges, mortgages, encumbrances and security interests of every kind and nature whatsoever granted by the
CCAA Debtors or against the Collateral of the CCAA Debtors (collectively, “ Liens”) in form and substance satisfactory to the DIP
Lender subject in priority only to:

(a)    an administrative charge on the Collateral of the CCAA Debtors in an aggregate amount not to exceed $6.5 million;

(b)    a directors and officers liability charge on the Collateral of the CCAA Debtors in an amount not to exceed $39 million;
and

(c)    the Permitted Priority Liens (as defined below);

(the charges set forth in the preceding clauses (a) and (b) together, the “Priority Charges”);
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7.    In addition to the orders of the CCAA Court in the CCAA Proceeding described above, the Borrower shall otherwise be in
compliance with the timetable for the CCAA Proceeding attached hereto as Schedule “C” (the “CCAA Timetable”);

8.    The DIP Credit Documentation (as defined below) shall be satisfactory to the DIP Lender in its discretion, acting reasonably, and
has been executed by the Loan Parties and the DIP Lender;

9.    No Court Order shall provide that the Pre-Filing Debt (as defined below) owing by the CCAA Debtors to USS and its subsidiaries
(other than the Borrower and its subsidiaries) in their capacity as vendors (the “USS Vendors”) shall be treated in a manner that is
less favorable than any similarly situated material creditor or that all subsequent post-filing payables owed to the USS Vendors shall
be paid otherwise than in cash upon delivery or, in each case, as may be acceptable to the DIP Lender;

10.    The DIP Lender shall be satisfied that the Loan Parties have complied with and are continuing to comply in all material respects
with all applicable laws, regulations and policies in relation to their businesses other than as may be permitted under a Court Order (as
defined below) which is satisfactory to the DIP Lender in its discretion;

11.    The DIP Lender shall have received from the Borrower a written request for a DIP Advance which shall be executed by an
officer of the Borrower and shall certify that the requested DIP Advance is within the Maximum Availability and that the Borrower is
in compliance with the DIP Credit Documentation and the Court Orders;

12.    The DIP Lender shall have received the Agreed Budgets in reasonably similar form to the Agreed Budgets attached as Schedule
“B” hereto and any updates to the Agreed Budgets, all of which must be satisfactory to the Monitor and must not result in the
occurrence of an Updated Budget Default;

13.    The requested DIP Advance shall not, if advanced to the Borrower, cause the aggregate amount of all DIP Advances to exceed
the Maximum Availability or the Maximum Commitment;

14.    If a DIP Lender Fees and Expenses Repayment Event (as defined below) has occurred, upon request of the DIP Lender, all DIP
Lender Fees and Expenses (as defined below) shall have been paid to the DIP Lender or will be paid from the proceeds of the
requested DIP Advance within such period of time as is acceptable to the DIP Lender in its discretion;

15.    No Event of Default has occurred;

16.    No Event of Default will occur as a result of the requested DIP Advance; and

17.    There are no Liens ranking in priority to the DIP Lender’s Charge, other than the Permitted Priority Liens.
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COSTS AND EXPENSES: The Borrower shall pay all of the DIP Lender’s costs, including all legal fees and disbursements, any costs of realization or
enforcement and all Consultant Costs (as defined below) on a full indemnity basis in each case in connection with or otherwise related
to the DIP Facility, the DIP Lender’s Charge, the DIP Credit Documentation, this Agreement or the CCAA Proceeding (collectively,
the “DIP Lender Fees and Expenses”). Without limiting the foregoing, the Borrower shall pay to the DIP Lender all fees and
expenses (“Consultant Costs”) of each of McKinsey Recovery and Transformation Services U.S. LLC and Evercore Group L.L.C.
(together, the “Consultants”) in each case in connection with or otherwise related to the DIP Facility, the DIP Lender’s Charge, the
DIP Credit Documentation, this Agreement or the CCAA Proceeding. All DIP Lender Fees and Expenses incurred prior to or after the
Filing Date shall be added to the principal amount of the Pre-Filing Secured Loan Amount (as defined below), provided, however, that
if some or all of the DIP Lender Fees and Expenses are not admitted pursuant to the Claims Process (as defined below) as part of the
Pre-Filing Secured Loan Amount (the “Disallowed Amount”), then such Disallowed Amount shall be added to the DIP Obligations
and secured by the DIP Lender’s Charge. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a DIP Lender Fees and Expenses Repayment Event
occurs, upon request by the DIP Lender the Borrower shall pay all DIP Lender Fees and Expenses to the DIP Lender within such
period of time as is acceptable to the DIP Lender in its discretion. A “DIP Lender Fees and Expenses Repayment Event” means the
payment, or agreement to pay, by any of the CCAA Debtors of any legal, consulting or other professional fees and/or disbursements
attributable to, incurred or payable by or otherwise for the benefit of any party other than the DIP Lender, the Monitor and the CCAA
Debtors.

DIP FACILITY SECURITY AND
DOCUMENTATION:

All obligations of the Borrower and the other Loan Parties under or in connection with the DIP Facility, this Agreement and any other
documentation in respect of the DIP Facility that is requested by the DIP Lender (which shall be in form and substance satisfactory to
the DIP Lender in its sole discretion) (collectively, the “DIP Loan Documents”) shall be secured by the DIP Security (as defined
below) (together with the DIP Loan Documents, the “DIP Credit Documentation”) and the DIP Lender’s Charge.

The DIP Obligations shall be secured by:

1.    The DIP Lender’s Charge; and

2.    A security interest (the “DIP Security”) in and lien on all now owned or hereafter acquired assets and property of each of the
Loan Parties, real and personal, tangible or intangible (the “Collateral”), but excluding (i) such assets, if any, as the DIP Lender in its
discretion determines to be immaterial or to be assets for which the costs and other burdens of establishing and perfecting a security
interest outweigh the benefits of establishing and perfecting such security interest, and (ii) other exceptions to be mutually agreed.

The DIP Security shall be perfected first priority and not subject to subordination other than to the Permitted Priority Liens.

Notwithstanding the above, no DIP Advance nor the DIP Lender’s Charge nor the DIP Security may be used to investigate, object to
or challenge in any way any claims of the DIP Lender under the Pre-Filing Credit Agreements or otherwise assert any affirmative
claims regarding the Liens held by or on behalf of the DIP Lender including, without limitation, in respect of the DIP Facility or the
Pre-Filing Secured Credit Agreement. For greater certainty, nothing in this paragraph shall restrict the engagement by the Monitor of
independent legal counsel to assess the validity and enforceability of the security held by the DIP Lender in respect of advances under
the Pre-Filing Secured Credit Agreement or the Borrower’s payment to the Monitor of its fees therefor and reimbursement of the
Monitor’s out of pocket fees and expenses incurred in connection therewith.

CASH MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM:

Subject to the Agreed Budgets and other limitations set forth herein, the Borrower may only request and apply DIP Advances through
a Cash Management System with the DIP Lender to be agreed to by the Borrower and the DIP Lender and approved by the Monitor
on or before the initial DIP Advance under the DIP Facility. Except as set out in the Agreed Budgets, the Borrower shall not effect,
and shall not permit to occur, any distribution of funds (whether from proceeds of the DIP Facility or otherwise) from the Borrower or
any of the other Loan Parties to any non-debtor affiliate and/or subsidiary of the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties.
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PERMITTED LIENS AND
PRIORITY:

All Collateral will be free and clear of all other Liens, trusts (deemed, statutory or otherwise) encumbrances and claims, except for the
Permitted Liens, as defined below. “Permitted Liens” means (i) the DIP Lender’s Charge, the DIP Security and any charges created
under the Initial Order subsequent in priority to the DIP Lender’s Charge, the limit and priority of each of which shall be acceptable to
the DIP Lender in its discretion; (ii) existing validly perfected Liens granted by the Borrower prior to the date hereof in favour of the
DIP Lender; (iii) inchoate statutory Liens arising after the Filing Date in respect of any accounts payable arising after the Filing Date
in the ordinary course of business, subject to the obligation to pay all such amounts as and when due; and (iv) the Permitted Priority
Liens. “Permitted Priority Liens” means: (i) the Priority Charges; (ii) specific purchase-money security interests or financing leases
granted to secure Permitted Debt (other than trade payables), and in respect of which the DIP Lender has received confirmation by
way of subordination or as to its limited or specific nature, all of which is to be satisfactory to the DIP Lender; (iii) statutory
superpriority deemed trusts and Liens for unpaid employee source deductions; (iv) those Liens evidenced by the registrations listed in
Schedule D hereto; and (v) such other permitted liens as may be agreed to in writing by the DIP Lender.

MONITOR: The monitor appointed pursuant to the Initial Order shall be Ernst & Young Inc. (the “Monitor”), and Mr. Alex Morrison or such
other person as may be acceptable to the DIP Lender shall be the person with primary responsibility for fulfillment of the Monitor’s
duties in connection with the CCAA Proceeding. The DIP Lender shall be authorized by the Initial Order to have direct discussions
with the Monitor, and to receive information from the Monitor as requested by the DIP Lender from time to time.

CHIEF RESTRUCTURING
OFFICER:

As part of the relief sought by the Borrower in connection with the application for the Initial Order, the Borrower shall seek the
appointment of a Chief Restructuring Officer acceptable to the DIP Lender (the “CRO”) of the CCAA Debtors. The terms of
engagement of the CRO, including the remuneration to be paid to the CRO, must be acceptable to the DIP Lender.

FINANCIAL & OTHER
REPORTING:

On or before 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday of each week for the week ending the immediately preceding Friday, the CCAA Debtors
shall deliver to the DIP Lender and the Consultants (defined below) the following reporting (the “Weekly Reporting”):

(a)    a statement of receipts and disbursements for each week, including a variance analysis from the Agreed Weekly Budget
for all variances (favourable or unfavourable) of greater than 10% for any one line item (on a weekly and cumulative basis);

(b)    statement of billed accounts receivable, accrued work in process, accounts payable and statutory priority claims; and

(c)    such other information as the DIP Lender may reasonably request from time to time.

The CCAA Debtors shall deliver the following reporting to the DIP Lender (the “Additional Reporting”):

(a)    By 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday following every fourth 4th Friday, the most recent Updated Weekly Budget;

(b)    Within 30 days of the end of each fiscal month, monthly interim financial statements (which shall include balance sheet
and income statement compared against previous year and the Agreed Monthly Budget, for such month and year to date) for
each of the Loan Parties;

(c)    Within 90 days of the end of their fiscal year, annual accountant prepared financial statements signed by an authorized
officer of the Borrower and each of the Loan Parties; and

(d)    Such other information as the DIP Lender may reasonably request from time to time.

The Weekly Reporting and the Additional Reporting are referred to together as the “Reporting”.
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INDEMNITY: The Borrower and the other Loan Parties agree to indemnify and hold harmless, the DIP Lender and its affiliates and officers,
directors, employees, representatives, advisors, solicitors and agents (collectively, the “Indemnified Persons”) from and against any
and all actions, lawsuits, proceedings (including any investigations or inquires), claims, losses, damages, liabilities or expenses of any
kind or nature whatsoever which may be incurred by or asserted against or involve any of the Indemnified Persons as a result of, in
connection with or in any way related to the DIP Facility, the proposed or actual use of proceeds of the DIP Facility, this Agreement,
the CCAA Proceeding or the DIP Credit Documentation. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Borrower and the other Loan Parties
shall have no obligation to indemnify any Indemnified Person against any such loss, liability cost or expense (x) to the extent they are
found by a final judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction to arise from the gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct of
such Indemnified Person or (y) to the extent arising from any dispute solely among Indemnified Persons other than any claims arising
out of any act or omission on the part of the Borrower or the other Loan Parties. The DIP Lender shall not be responsible or liable to
the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties or any other person for consequential or punitive damages.
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REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTIES:

Each of the Loan Parties represents and warrants to the DIP Lender, upon which the DIP Lender relies in entering into this Agreement
and the other DIP Credit Documentation, that:

1.    The transactions contemplated by this Agreement and the other DIP Credit Documentation:

(a)    upon the granting of the Initial Order and the DIP Order, are within the powers of the Loan Parties;

(b)    have been duly authorized, executed and delivered by or on behalf of the Loan Parties;

(c)    upon the granting of the Initial Order and the DIP Order, constitute legal, valid and binding obligations of the Loan
Parties;

(d)    upon the granting of the Initial Order and the DIP Order, do not require the consent or approval of, registration or filing
with, or any other action by, any governmental authority, other than filings which may be made to register or otherwise record
the DIP Lender’s Charge or any DIP Security granted pursuant to the DIP Credit Documentation;

2.    The business operations of the Loan Parties have been and will continue to be conducted in material compliance with all
applicable laws of each jurisdiction in which each such business has been or is being carried on subject to the provisions of the CCAA
and any court Order issued by the CCAA Court within the CCAA Proceeding;

3.    Each of the Loan Parties has obtained all material licences and permits required for the operation of its business, which licences
and permits remain in full force and effect. No proceedings have been commenced to revoke or amend any of such licences or
permits;

4.    Each of the Loan Parties has paid where due its obligations for payroll, employee source deductions, Harmonized Sales Tax, and
is not in arrears in respect of these obligations;

5.    All factual information provided by or on behalf of the Loan Parties’ to the DIP Lender for the purposes of or in connection with
this Agreement or any transaction contemplated herein is, to the best of the Loan Parties’ knowledge, true and accurate in all material
respects on the date as of which such information is dated or certified and is not incomplete by omitting to state any fact necessary to
make such information (taken as a whole) not materially misleading at such time in light of the circumstances under which such
information was provided;

6.    As of August 29, 2014, the amount outstanding under the Pre-Filing Unsecured Credit Agreement is the principal amount of
CAD$1,419,286,854.56, together with accrued and unpaid interest not previously waived to the date of payment and all recoverable
fees and expenses owing pursuant to the Pre-Filing Unsecured Credit Agreement (the “Pre-Filing Unsecured Loan Amount”) and
the Unsecured Pre-Filing Loan Amount is due and owing in accordance with its terms, subject to the stay created by the Initial Order;

7.    As of August 29, 2014, the amount outstanding under the Pre-Filing Secured Credit Agreement is the principal amount of USD
$187,969,996, together with accrued and unpaid interest not previously waived to the date of payment and all recoverable fees and
expenses owing pursuant to the Pre-Filing Secured Credit Agreement (the “Pre-Filing Secured Loan Amount”) and the Pre-Filing
Secured Loan Amount is due and owing in accordance with its terms, subject to the stay created by the Initial Order;

8.    The Pre-Filing Debt owing by the Borrower and the other CCAA Debtors to the USS Vendors is due and owing in accordance
with its terms, subject to the stay created by the Initial Order; and

9.    All security (the “Existing Security”) granted by the Borrower securing the Borrower’s obligations under the Pre-Filing Secured
Credit Agreement is valid and binding upon the Borrower. 
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AFFIRMATIVE COVENANTS: In addition to all other covenants and obligations contained herein, the Borrower and the other Loan Parties agree and covenant to
perform and do each of the following until the DIP Facility is permanently and indefeasibly repaid and cancelled:

1.    Comply with the provisions of the CCAA Court orders made in the CCAA Proceeding including, without limitation, the Initial
Order, the DIP Approval Process Order and the DIP Order (collectively, the “Court Orders” and each a “Court Order”);

2.    Utilize all DIP Advances in a manner that is consistent with the Agreed Budgets in all material respects to the extent reasonably
practicable in the circumstances;

3.    Comply with the CCAA Timetable. Without limiting the foregoing, the Borrower shall:

(a)    obtain a Court Order (the “Hamilton Works  SISP Order”) approving a sale and investment solicitation process (the
“Hamilton Works SISP”) in respect of the Borrower’s 813 acres of real property located on Hamilton Harbour in Hamilton,
Ontario (the “Port Lands”), coke ovens (“Coke Ovens”), assets used for finishing (“Finishing Assets”), steel-making
(“Production Assets”) and other operating assets and business operations located in Hamilton, Ontario (collectively,
“Hamilton Works”), which process must be reasonably satisfactory to the DIP Lender, by the Filing Date + 60 days.  Subject
to CCAA Court approval, the Hamilton Works SISP shall invite offers to refinance or recapitalize Hamilton Works or to
purchase the Coke Ovens, Port Lands, Finishing Assets, Production Assets and other assets comprising Hamilton Works both
individually and on an en bloc basis;

(b)    close any sale, refinancing or investment transaction(s) pursuant to the Hamilton Works SISP as approved by the CCAA
Court and acceptable to the DIP Lender as soon as reasonably practicable, but no later than October 31, 2015;

(c)    with the assistance of the Monitor, conduct a claims process which is reasonably satisfactory to the DIP Lender and
approved by the CCAA Court (the “Claims Process”) in respect of the CCAA Debtors, provided that the final determination in
accordance with the Claims Process of the validity and amount of of any material non-contingent claims partially or fully
disallowed by the Monitor shall be made prior to the commencement of the Lake Erie Works SISP (as defined below);

(d)    obtain a Court Order (the “LEW SISP Order”) approving a sale and investment solicitation process (the “Lake Erie
Works SISP”) in respect of the Borrower’s 6600 acres of real property located in Nanticoke, Ontario (the “Nanticoke
Lands”), Coke Ovens, assets used for iron and steel-making (“Production Assets”), hot rolling (“Rolling Assets”), finishing
(“Finishing Assets”), pickling (“Pickle Line”) and other operating assets and business operations (collectively, “Lake Erie
Works”), which process must be reasonably satisfactory to the DIP Lender, by March 15, 2015. Subject to CCAA Court
approval, the Lake Erie Works SISP shall invite offers to refinance or recapitalize Lake Erie Works or to purchase the
Nanticoke Lands, Production Assets, Rolling Assets, Finishing Assets, Pickle Line and other assets comprising Lake Erie
Works both individually and on an en bloc basis;

(e)    close any sale, refinancing or investment transaction(s) pursuant to the Lake Erie Works SISP as approved by the CCAA
Court and acceptable to the DIP Lender as soon as reasonably practicable, but no later than October 31, 2015;

(f)    propose a Plan or Restructuring Option to the DIP Lender by October 31, 2015, with implementation of any Plan or
Restructuring Option acceptable to the DIP Lender or before December 31, 2015.

4.    Allow the DIP Lender, its designated representatives and the Consultants full access to the books and records of the Loan Parties
on reasonable notice and during normal business hours and cause management thereof to fully cooperate with the Consultants;

5.    Provide the DIP Lender with draft copies of all motions, applications, proposed orders or other material or documents that any of
them intend to file within the CCAA Proceeding at least three (3) days prior to any such filing or, where it is not practically possible to
do so at least three days prior to any such filing, as soon as possible;

6.    The Initial Order, the DIP Order and any other Court Orders which are being sought by the CCAA Debtors shall be submitted to
the CCAA Court in a form confirmed in advance to be satisfactory to the DIP Lender, subject to any amendments that are required by
the CCAA Court or the Borrower that are acceptable to the DIP Lender;

7.    Any and all materials of the CCAA Debtors in respect of a proposed Plan or any other transaction involving the refinancing of the
Borrower and/or the other Loan Parties, the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Borrower or the other Loan Parties or any
other restructuring of the Loan Parties’ businesses and operations, including any liquidation, bankruptcy or other insolvency
proceeding in respect of any of the Loan Parties (a “Restructuring Option”) shall only be submitted to the CCAA Court in a form
confirmed in advance to be satisfactory to the DIP Lender;

8.    None of the Loan Parties shall provide or seek or support a motion by another party to provide to a third party a charge upon any
of the Loan Parties’ assets (including, without limitation, a critical supplier’s charge) without the prior consent of the DIP Lender;

9.    The Borrower and the other Loan Parties shall promptly advise the DIP Lender of any proposal received from a third party in
respect of a Restructuring Option or any other transaction to be carried out pursuant to or as part of a Plan and, thereafter, shall advise
the DIP Lender of the status of any such proposal as well as any material amendments to the terms thereof;

10.    The Borrower shall not carry out any changes to the composition (including the addition, removal or replacement of directors or
officers) of the Board of Directors or the officers (including the CRO) of the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties without first
consulting with the DIP Lender;

11.    Unless such payments are first approved by the DIP Lender, neither the Borrower nor any of the Loan Parties shall:

(i) increase any termination or severance entitlements or pay any termination or severance payments whatsoever;

(ii) make any payments by way of a “KERP”; or



(iii) increase compensation or other benefits or pay any bonuses, other than under (a) the Borrower’s short term incentive plan
(“STIP”), consistent with past practice, (b) the Borrower’s long term incentive plan (“LTIP”), consistent with past practice, or (c)
other employment arrangements or agreements governing the payment of compensation or bonuses (such as retention/bonus letters,
increases to vacation entitlement or RRSP contribution matching), consistent with past practice to directors, senior officers or senior
management;

12.    Provide to the DIP Lender a weekly status update regarding the status of the CCAA Proceeding and their restructuring process
including, without limitation, reports on the progress of any Plan, Restructuring Option, the SISP and any information which may
otherwise be confidential subject to same being maintained as confidential by the DIP Lender. Notwithstanding the foregoing
disclosure obligation or any other term of this Agreement, none of the CCAA Debtors shall be obligated to disclose to the DIP Lender
any information regarding the identify of any bidders or the details of bids received by the Borrower or the Monitor as part of a SISP
unless such information is otherwise disclosed to other stakeholders in the CCAA Proceeding;

13.    Provide the Reporting in the form and at the times required by this Agreement;

14.    Use all reasonable efforts to keep the DIP Lender apprised on a timely basis of all material developments with respect to the
business and affairs of the Loan Parties, the development of a Plan and/or a Restructuring Option;

15.    Deliver to DIP Lender the Updated Weekly Budgets and, if requested by the DIP Lender, the Updated Monthly Budgets, as set
out herein, and such other reporting and other information from time to time as is reasonably requested by the DIP Lender in form and
substance satisfactory to the DIP Lender. Without limiting the foregoing, the CCAA Debtors shall deliver to the Lender: (i) within one
(1) business day of delivery thereof to the Monitor, copies of all financial reporting provided to the Monitor; and (ii) within one (1)
business day of receipt from the Monitor any reports or other commentary or analysis received by the CCAA Debtors from the
Monitor regarding the financial position of the CCAA Debtors or otherwise in respect of any of the financial information referenced in
the Reporting;

16.    Use the proceeds of the DIP Facility and other cash on hand only for the purposes of the short-term liquidity needs of the Loan
Parties in a manner consistent with the Agreed Budgets in all material respects to the extent reasonably practicable in the
circumstances;

17.    Preserve, renew and keep in full force its corporate existence and its material licenses, permits, approvals, etc. required in
respect of its business, properties, assets or any activities or operations carried out therein;

18.    Maintain all insurance with respect to the Collateral in existence as of the date hereof to the extent not otherwise maintained by
United States Steel Corporation or its affiliates;

19.    Forthwith notify the DIP Lender of the occurrence of any Event of Default, or of any event or circumstance that, with the
passage of time, may constitute an Event of Default;

20.    Execute and deliver the DIP Credit Documentation, including such security agreements, financing statements, discharges,
opinions or other documents and information, as may be reasonably requested by the DIP Lender in connection with the DIP Facility,
which documentation shall be in form and substance satisfactory to the DIP Lender;

21.    Subject to the “Costs and Expenses” provision of this Agreement, pay upon request by the DIP Lender all documented DIP
Lender Fees and Expenses, provided, however, that if any DIP Lender Fees and Expenses incurred after the date of this Agreement
are not paid by the Borrower, the DIP Lender may in its discretion pay all such DIP Lender Fees and Expenses whereupon such
amounts shall be added to and form part of the DIP Obligations;

22.    Pay when due all principal, interest, fees and other amounts payable by the Loan Parties under this Agreement and under any
other DIP Credit Documentation on the dates, at the places and in the amounts and manner set forth herein;

23.    Subject to any Court Order and sufficient funding to enable it to do so, the Borrower shall continue to comply with the terms and
conditions of the Settlement Agreement dated December 8, 2011 entered into by the Borrower under the provisions of the Investment
Canada Act (Canada);

24.    The Borrower shall continue to pay when due all required payments and contributions under Ontario Regulations 99/06 – Stelco
Inc. Pension Plans, made under the Pension Benefits Act (Ontario) (the “Stelco Regulation”) and all group registered retirement
savings plans; and

 

 

25.    The Loan Parties shall continue to pay when due all post-employment benefits (“OPEBs”) to which any of the Loan Parties’
former employees are entitled.
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NEGATIVE COVENANTS: Each of the Loan Parties covenants and agrees not to do the following, other than with the prior written consent of the DIP Lender:

1.    Take any step or initiate any proceeding intended to or which could otherwise obtain for any of the Loan Parties a lawful
entitlement to lock out any of their employees;

2.    Transfer, lease or otherwise dispose of all or any part of its property, assets or undertaking other than in the ordinary course of
business at any one time or through a series of related transactions of more than $500,000 in the aggregate during the term of the DIP
Facility unless all amounts owing hereunder are repaid in full and the DIP Facility is cancelled;

3.    Except as contemplated by this Agreement or the Initial Order, make any payment, without consent of the DIP Lender, of any
debt or obligation existing as at the Filing Date (the “Pre-Filing Debt”), other than eligible financial contracts;

4.    Create, incur or permit to exist indebtedness for borrowed money other than Pre-Filing Debt, DIP Advances, post-filing accounts
payable in the ordinary course of business and without duplication, Permitted Debt;

5.    Make any payments outside the ordinary course of business, subject always to the obligation to comply with the Agreed Budgets
in all material respects to the extent reasonably practicable in the circumstances and the Maximum Availability under the DIP Facility;

6.    Except for the Permitted Liens or as otherwise consented to by the DIP Lender, permit any new Liens to exist on any of its
properties or assets other than the Liens in favour of the DIP Lender as contemplated by this Agreement;

7.    Create or permit to exist any other Lien which is senior to or pari passu with the DIP Lender’s Charge, other than the Permitted
Priority Liens; and

8.    Change its name, amalgamate, consolidate with or merge into, or enter into any similar transaction with any other entity without
the consent of the DIP Lender.
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EVENTS OF DEFAULT: The occurrence of any one or more of the following events shall constitute an event of default (each, an “Event of Default”) under
this Agreement:

1.    Any Court Order is dismissed, stayed, reversed, vacated, amended or restated and such dismissal, stay, reversal, vacating,
amendment or restatement adversely affects or would reasonably be expected to adversely affect the interests of the DIP Lender in a
material manner, unless the DIP Lender has consented thereto;

2.    The issuance of any Court Order which adversely affects or would reasonably be expected to adversely affect the interests of the
DIP Lender in a material manner, unless the DIP Lender has consented thereto including, without limitation:

(e)    the issuance of an order dismissing the CCAA Proceeding or lifting the stay imposed within the CCAA Proceeding to
permit the enforcement of any security or claim against any of the Loan Parties or the appointment of a receiver and manager,
receiver, interim receiver or similar official or the making of a bankruptcy order against any of the Loan Parties;

(f)    the issuance of an order granting any other claim or a Lien of equal or superiority status to that of the DIP Lender’s
Charge other than the Priority Charges;

(g)    the issuance of an order staying, reversing, vacating or otherwise modifying the DIP Credit Documentation, or the
issuance of an order adversely impacting the rights and interests of the DIP Lender, in each case without the consent of the
DIP Lender;

(h)    the failure of the Borrower to diligently oppose any party that brings an application or motion for the relief set out in (a)
through (c) above and/or fails to secure the dismissal of such motion or application within 60 days from the date that such
application or motion is brought;

3.    The Borrower fails to take the steps, obtain the specified Court Orders or otherwise fulfill the terms of the CCAA Timetable;

4.    Failure of the Borrower to pay any amounts when due and owing hereunder;

5.    The Borrower ceases to carry on business in the ordinary course as it is carried on as of the date hereof, except where such
cessation is consented to by the DIP Lender;

6.    An Updated Weekly or Monthly Budget contemplates or forecasts an adverse change or changes from the then existing Agreed
Budgets and such change(s) constitute a Material Adverse Change (as defined below) (an “Updated Budget Default”) or is not
delivered to the DIP Lender within two (2) business days of the requisite time frame set out herein. Without limiting the foregoing, an
Updated Budget Default shall occur if any Updated Weekly Budget or Updated Monthly Budget forecasts that borrowings under the
DIP Facility will exceed the Maximum Availability at any time;

7.    Any representation or warranty by any of the Loan Parties herein or in any DIP Credit Documentation shall be incorrect or
misleading in any material respect when made;

8.    A Court Order is made, a liability arises or an event occurs, including any change in the business, assets, or conditions, financial
or otherwise, any of the Loan Parties, that will in the DIP Lender’s judgment, acting reasonably, materially further impair the
Borrower’s or the other Loan Parties’ financial condition, operations or ability to comply with its obligations under this Agreement,
any DIP Credit Documentation or any Court Order or carry out a Plan or a Restructuring Option reasonably acceptable to the DIP
Lender (a “Material Adverse Change”);

9.    Any material violation or breach of any Court Order by any of the Loan Parties;

10.    Failure of the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties to perform or comply with any term or covenant of this Agreement or
any other DIP Credit Documentation;

11.    Borrowings under the DIP Facility exceed the Maximum Availability at any time without the prior consent of the DIP Lender;

12.    If either of the United Steelworkers Local 1005 or Local 8782 (each a “Union” and together the “Unions”) takes any step or
initiates any proceeding intended to or which would otherwise obtain for that Union a lawful entitlement to strike (including, without
limitation, any step seeking the appointment of a conciliation officer under section 18(1) of the Labour Relations Act (Ontario)) or if
any event occurs which may provide a Union with the lawful entitlement to strike (including, without limitation, if the Ontario
Minister of Labour appoints a conciliation officer in respect of or in any way related to any of the CCAA Debtors or if a Union
requests a “No Board” report be issued by the Minister of Labour (that is, a report informing the Union and the CCAA Debtor that the
Minister of Labour does not consider it advisable to appoint a conciliation board) unless, prior to the Union obtaining a lawful
entitlement to strike as a result of any of the foregoing (together with the occurrence of any of the other steps or events necessary to be
in a lawful position to strike), the Borrower obtains a Court Order staying the Union’s entitlement to strike or staying any further step
that would be required to occur before the Union is in a lawful position to strike; 

13.    If any lawful or unlawful strike, work stoppage, work slowdown or any other form of labour disruption occurs involving any
employees of any of the Loan Parties;

14.    Revocation or cancellation by the counterparty of any contract to which the Borrower or any of the Loan Parties is a party which
has or would reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Change;

15.    Any change to the composition of the Board of Directors or officers of the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties that is not
acceptable to the DIP Lender;



16.    The removal, termination, replacement or material change in the scope or extent of the authority of the CRO;

17.    Any proceeding, motion or application is commenced or filed by the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties, or if commenced
by another party, supported or otherwise consented to by the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties, seeking the invalidation,
subordination or other challenging of the terms of the DIP Facility, the DIP Lender’s Charge, this Agreement, or any of the other DIP
Credit Documentation or approval of any Plan or Restructuring Option which does not have the prior consent of the DIP Lender;

18.    Any Plan is sanctioned or any Restructuring Option is consummated by any of the Loan Parties that is not consistent with or
contravenes any provision of this Agreement or the other DIP Credit Documentation in a manner that is adverse to the interests of the
DIP Lender or would reasonably be expected to adversely affect the interests of the DIP Lender unless the DIP Lender has consented
thereto; and

19.    Except as set out in the Agreed Budgets, any of the CCAA Debtors are required by any Governmental Entity (as defined below)
to make expenditures or pay damages, fines, claims, costs or expenses aggregating $5 million or more at any time on a consolidated
basis to remediate, or in respect of, any Environmental Liabilities (as defined below), as the case may be. “Governmental Entity”
means any federal, provincial, state, municipal, local or other government, governmental or public department, commission, board,
bureau, agency or instrumentality, domestic or foreign and any subdivision, agent, commission, board or authority of any of the
foregoing. “Environmental Liabilities” means all liabilities, obligations, response, remedial and removal costs, investigation and
feasibility study costs, capital costs, operation and maintenance costs and other costs and expenses, including fines, penalties,
sanctions and interest incurred as a result of or related to any claim, investigation, proceeding or demand by any Governmental Entity
against any of the CCAA Debtors including, without limitation, arising under or related to any law relating to the environment or in
connection with any substance which is or is deemed under any applicable law to be, alone or in combination, hazardous, hazardous
waste, toxic, a pollutant, a contaminant or source of pollution or contamination whether on, at, in, under, from or about or in the
vicinity of any real or personal property owned by any of the CCAA Debtors.
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REMEDIES: Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the DIP Lender may, in its sole discretion, elect to terminate the DIP Lender’s
commitment to make DIP Advances to the Borrower and accelerate all amounts outstanding under the DIP Facility. In addition, upon
the occurrence of an Event of Default, the DIP Lender may, subject to the Court Orders:

1.    Apply to the Court for the appointment of a receiver, an interim receiver or a receiver and manger over the Collateral, or for the
appointment of a trustee in bankruptcy of the Borrower or the other Loan Parties;

2.    Set off or combine any amounts then owing by the DIP Lender to the Loan Parties against the obligations of any of the Loan
Parties to the DIP Lender;

3.    Apply to the Court for an order, on terms satisfactory to the Monitor and the DIP Lender, providing the Monitor with the power,
in the name of and on behalf of the Borrower, to take all necessary steps in the CCAA Proceeding to realize on the Collateral;

4.    Exercise the powers and rights of a secured party under the Personal Property Security Act (Ontario) or any legislation of similar
effect; and

5.    Exercise all such other rights and remedies available to the DIP Lender under the DIP Credit Documentation, the Court Orders
and applicable law.

DIP LENDER APPROVALS: All consents of the DIP Lender hereunder shall be in writing. Any consent, approval, instruction or other expression of the DIP Lender
to be delivered in writing may be delivered by any written instrument, including by way of electronic mail.

TAXES: All payments by the Borrower and the other Loan Parties under this Agreement and the other DIP Credit Documentation, including
any payments required to be made from and after the exercise of any remedies available to the DIP Lender upon an Event of Default,
shall be made free and clear of, without reduction for or on account of, any present or future taxes, levies, imposts, duties, charges,
fees, deductions or withholdings of any kind or nature whatsoever or any interest or penalties payable with respect thereto now or in
the future imposed, levied, collected, withheld or assessed by any country or any political subdivision of any country (collectively,
“Taxes”); provided, however, that if any Taxes are required by applicable law to be withheld (“Withholding Taxes”) from any
amount payable to the DIP Lender under this Agreement or under any DIP Credit Documentation, the amounts so payable to the DIP
Lender shall be increased to the extent necessary to yield to the DIP Lender on a net basis after payment of all Withholding Taxes, the
amount payable under such DIP Credit Documentation at the rate or in the amount specified in such DIP Credit Documentation and
the Borrower or other Loan Parties shall provide evidence satisfactory to the DIP Lender that the Taxes have been so withheld and
remitted.

FURTHER ASSURANCES: The Loan Parties shall, at their own expense, from time to time do, execute and deliver, or will cause to be done, executed and
delivered, all such further acts, documents (including, without limitation, certificates, declarations, affidavits, reports and opinions)
and things as the DIP Lender may reasonably request for the purpose of giving effect to this Agreement.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Agreement, including the Schedules hereto and the DIP Credit Documentation, constitutes the entire agreement between the
parties related to the subject matter hereof. To the extent there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and any of the other DIP
Credit Documentation, this Agreement shall prevail.

AMENDMENTS AND
WAIVERS:

No waiver or delay on the part of the DIP Lender in exercising any right or privilege hereunder or under any other DIP Credit
Documentation will operate as a waiver hereof or thereof unless made in writing and delivered in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement.

ASSIGNMENT: The DIP Lender may assign this Agreement and its rights and obligations hereunder, in whole or in part, or grant a participation in its
rights and obligations hereunder, (i) at any time to an affiliate of the DIP Lender; (ii) prior to the occurrence of an Event of Default,
subject to the consent of the Borrower, not to be unreasonably withheld; and (iii) following the occurrence of an Event of Default, to
any party acceptable to the DIP Lender in its sole and absolute discretion (subject to providing the Borrower and the Monitor with
reasonable evidence that such assignee has the financial capacity to fulfill the obligations of the DIP Lender hereunder). Neither this
Agreement nor any right and obligation hereunder may be assigned by the Borrower or any of the other Loan Parties.
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SEVERABILITY: Any provision in this Agreement or in any DIP Credit Documentation which is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as
to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions
hereof or effecting the validity of enforceability of such provision in any other jurisdiction.

NO THIRD PARTY
BENEFICIARY:

No person, other than the Loan Parties and the DIP Lender, is entitled to rely upon this Agreement and the parties expressly agree that
this Agreement does not confer rights upon any party not a signatory hereto.

COUNTERPARTS AND
FACSIMILE SIGNATURES:

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and by facsimile or other electronic transmission, including in PDF
format, each of which when executed and delivered shall be deemed to be an original, and all of which when taken together shall
constitute one and the same instrument. Any party may execute this Agreement by signing any counterpart of it.
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NOTICES: Any notice, request or other communication hereunder to any of the parties shall be in writing and be well and sufficiently given if
delivered personally or sent by facsimile or electronic mail to the attention of the person as set forth below:

In the case of the DIP Lender:

U. S. Steel Holdings, Inc.
600 Grant Street
 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Attention: Suzanne Rich Folsom/Thomas H. Ferns
 
Facsimile: 412-433-6219
 
Email: SRFolsom@uss.com/ THFerns@uss.com
with a copy to:

Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP
 
Toronto-Dominion Centre
 
100 Wellington Street West
 
Suite 3200, P.O. Box 329
 
Toronto, ON M5K 1K7
 
Facsimile: (416) 304-1313
Attention: Robert I. Thornton
 
Email: RThornton@tgf.ca
Attention: Grant Moffat
 
Email: GMoffat@tgf.ca
In the case of the Borrower and the other Loan Parties:

U. S. Steel Canada Inc.

 
386 Wilcox Street
 
Hamilton, ON L8L 8K5
Attention: John Kain and Michael McQuade
 
Facsimile: (905) 308-7002
 
Email: JEKain@uss.com/ MAMcQuade@uss.com
with a copy to:

McCarthy Tetrault LLP
 
66 Wellington Street West
 
Suite 5300
 
Toronto, ON M5K 1E6
Attention: Jamey Gage and Richard Higa 
 
Facsimile: (416) 868-0673
 
Email: rhiga@mccarthy.ca
In either case, with a copy to the Monitor:

Ernst and Young Inc.
 
222 Bay Street
 
Toronto, ON M5K 1J7
Attention: Alex Morrison

 
Facsimile: (416) 943-3300

 
Email: alex.f.morrison@ca.ey.com

with a copy to:

Bennett Jones LLP



 
1 First Canadian Place

 
100 King Street West

 
Suite 3400, P.O. Box 130

 
Toronto, ON M5X 1A4

 
Attention: Raj Sahni

 
Facsimile: (416) 863-1716

 
Email: sahnir@bennettjones.com

 

 
Any such notice shall be deemed to be given and received, when received, unless received after 5:00 PM local time or on a day other
than a business day, in which case the notice shall be deemed to be received the next business day.
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GOVERNING LAW AND
JURISDICTION:

This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the Province of Ontario and the federal laws of
Canada applicable therein.

In witness hereof, the parties hereby execute this Agreement as of the date first written above.

U. S. STEEL HOLDINGS, INC.

Per: /s/ L. T. Brockway  
Name: ►L. T. Brockway
Title: ►President

 

I have the authority to bind the Corporation

 U. S. STEEL CANADA INC.
 Per: /s/ Michael A. McQuade  

 Name: ►Michael A. McQuade
 Title: ►President & General Manager
  

 I have the authority to bind the Corporation
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As Guarantors:

U. S. STEEL TUBULAR PRODUCTS CANADA GP INC.

Per: /s/ David Britten  
Name: ►David Britten
Title: ►President

 

I have the authority to bind the Corporation

U. S. STEEL TUBULAR PRODUCTS CANADA LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
By its General Partner, U. S. STEEL TUBULAR PRODUCTS CANADA GP INC.

Per: /s/ David Britten  
Name: ►David Britten
Title: ►President

 

I have the authority to bind the Corporation

4347226 CANADA INC.

Per: /s/ Michael A. McQuade  
Name: ►Michael A. McQuade
Title: ►President

 

I have the authority to bind the Corporation

THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

Per: /s/ Michael A. McQuade  
Name: ►Michael A. McQuade
Title: ►President

 

I have the authority to bind the Corporation
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THE STELCO PLATE COMPANY LTD.

Per: /s/ Michael A. McQuade  
Name: ►Michael A. McQuade
Title: ►President

 

I have the authority to bind the Corporation
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SCHEDULE “A”

MAXIMUM AVAILABILITY

Period Maximum Availability
Until DIP Order becomes Final Order $35 million

After DIP Order becomes Final Order to October 31, 2014 $75 million
November 2014 $110 million
December 2014 $145 million

January 2015 $85 million
February 2015 $45 million

March 2015 $25 million
April 2015 $35 million
May 2015 $65 million
June 2015 $75 million
July 2015 $85 million

August 2015 $130 million
September 2015 $175 million

October 2015 $185 million
November 2015 $185 million
December 2015 $185 million
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SCHEDULE “B”

AGREED BUDGETS 

[Intentionally omitted due to confidentiality.]
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SCHEDULE “C”

CCAA TIMETABLE

The following chart sets out key dates in respect of the CCAA Timetable (as the term is defined in the DIP Facility Term Sheet) as agreed to
by the DIP Lender. The Borrower and the other CCAA Debtors agree that the dates set out in this CCAA Timetable shall not be amended or
modified unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the DIP Lender. If a deadline date falls on a day that is not a business day in Toronto, the
applicable deadline date shall be automatically extended to the next business day in Toronto. Capitalized terms in this Schedule “C” are as
defined in the DIP Facility Term Sheet.

Description Deadline Date
Filing Date – Issuance of Initial Order & DIP Approval Process Order No later than September 16, 2014
Serve motion for DIP Order and/or amended Initial Order reflecting
provisions of DIP Order

Filing Date + 4 business days

Issuance of DIP Order and/or amended Initial Order reflecting provisions
of DIP Order

Filing Date + 22 days

Issuance of Hamilton Works SISP Order Filing Date + 60 days
Closing of any sale, refinancing or investment transaction(s) pursuant to
the Hamilton Works SISP

As soon as reasonably practicable, but no later than October, 31,
2015

Monitor to conduct Claims Process Final determination by CCAA Court of validity and amount of
any material non-contingent claims partially or fully disallowed
by the Monitor shall be made prior to commencement of Lake

Erie Works SISP
Issuance of LEW SISP Order March 15, 2015
Closing of any sale, refinancing or investment transaction(s) pursuant to
the Lake Erie Works SISP

As soon as reasonably practicable, but no later than October 31,
2015

Propose a Plan or Restructuring Option to the DIP Lender October 31, 2015
Implementation of any Plan or completion of any Restructuring Option December 31, 2015
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SCHEDULE “D”

PERMITTED LIENS

U. S. Steel Canada Inc. (“USSC”) / Acier U. S. Canada Inc. (“AUSC”)

Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

837760635 GE Capital Vehicle and
Equipment Leasing Inc.

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC

January 22, 1998 Inv, equip, accts, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date.
-All present and after acquired motor vehicles, trailers, and goods of
whatever make or description, now or hereafter leased by the
Secured Party to the Debtor, together will all additions, replacement
parts, accessions, attachments and improvements thereto, and all
proceeds thereof, including money, chattel paper, intangibles, goods,
documents of title, securities, substitutions, accounts receivables,
rental and loan contracts, all personal property returned, traded in or
repossessed and all insurance proceeds and any other form of
proceeds thereof.

613623753 Nexcap Finance Corporation •    Stelco Inc.

•    USSC

March 24, 2005 Equip, accts, other
- Equipment subject to Lease Agreement 8530501

626785389 Relational Funding Canada
Corp.

USSC July 6, 2006 Equip, other
- All present and future goods, including but not limited to, various
computer equipment, personal computers, laptops, peripherals and
software, and any replacement, substitution, addition, attachment,
modification, update, revision, enhancement, accessory, insurance
proceeds and the cash proceeds of any Goods, wherever located,
leased by Relational Funding Canada Corp. (“Lessor”) to Stelco Inc.
(“Debtor/Lessee”) pursuant to the Master Equipment Lease
Agreement dated June 30, 2006 between the Lessor and
Debtor/Lessee. This PPSA filing is intended to be for informational
and precautionary purposes only and to give notice of Lessor’s
ownership of the goods and the existence of the true lease. If any
transaction entered into under the Master Equipment Lease
Agreement is deemed to other than a true lease, then it is the
intention of the parties that Lessor has a properly perfected security
interest under the PPSA in the Goods subject to the Master Lease, or
any schedule entered into pursuant thereto, now or hereafter.
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

655237476 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

July 29, 2009 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2003 Caterpillar 657E
VIN CAT0657EP6TR00416
- One (1) Used 2003 Caterpillar 657E Tractor Scraper S/N
CAT0657EP6TR00416, all attachments, accessories, accessions,
replacements, substitutions, additions and improvements to the
abovementioned collateral and all proceeds in any form derived
directly or indirectly from any dealing with such collateral and a right
to an insurance payment or any payment that indemnifies or
compensates for loss or damage to such collateral or proceeds of
such collateral. Proceeds, Goods, Securities, Documents of Title,
Chattel Paper, Instruments, Money and Intangibles.

662927688 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    U.S. Steel Canada
Incorporated

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

July 13, 2010 Equip, other, MV incl.
- 2010 Caterpillar 992K
VIN CAT0988HEBXY04009
- One (1) New 2010 Caterpillar 988H Wheel Loader S/N
CAT0988HEBXY04009, C/W 9.0 Cubic Yard Bucket W/BOE,
Straight Edge, all attachments, accessories, accessions, replacements,
substitutions, additions... [see above Reference File No. 655237476].

662927661 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    U.S. Steel Canada
Incorporated

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

July 13, 2010 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2010 Caterpillar 992K
VIN CAT0992KEH4C00421
- One (1) New 2010 Caterpillar 992K Wheel Loader S/N
CAT0992KEH4C00421, C/W 16.0 Cubic Yard Rock Bucket with
Spade Edge and Bolt on Cutting Edge, all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

662927652 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    U.S. Steel Canada
Incorporated

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

July 13, 2010 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2010 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT0988HLBXY04010
- One (1) New 2010 Caterpillar 988H Wheel Loader S/N
CAT0988HLBXY04010, C/W 9.0 Cubic Yard Rock Bucket w/BOE,
Straight Edge, all attachments, accessories, accessions, replacements,
substitutions, additions... [see above Reference File No. 655237476].

663198165 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    U.S. Steel Canada
Incorporated

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

July 23, 2010 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2010 Caterpillar 775F
VIN CAT0775FPDLS01157
- One (1) NW 2010 Caterpillar 775F Off Highway Truck S/N
CAT0775FPDLS01157 all attachments, accessories, accessions,
replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above Reference File
No. 655237476].

664542387 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    U.S. Steel Canada
Incorporated

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

September 20, 2010 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2010 Caterpillar 14M
VIN CAT0014MAB9J01367
- One (1) 2010 Caterpillar Motor Grader Model 14M S/N
CAT0014MAB9J01367 all attachments, accessories, accessions,
replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above Reference File
No. 655237476].
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

664542378 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    U.S. Steel Canada
Incorporated

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

September 20, 2010 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2010 Caterpillar 14M
VIN CAT0014MVB9J01366
- One (1) 2010 Caterpillar Motor Grader Model 14M S/N
CAT0014MVB9J01366 all attachments, accessories, accessions,
replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above Reference File
No. 655237476].

665073657 National Leasing Group Inc. •    USSC

•    AUSC

October 12, 2010 Equip
- all tape libraries, tape drives of every nature or kind described in
Lease number 2511200 between the Secured Party, as lessor, and the
Debtor, as lessee, as amended from time to time, together will all
attachments, accessories and substitutions.

665898129 Wheels Leasing Canada, Ltd. U.S. Steel Canada November 16, 2010 Equip, MV incl., $27,448.00, no fixed maturity date
- 2011 Ford Taurus 4DR S
VIN 1FAHP2DW0BG124519

669826881 Ricoh Canada Inc. USSC May 12, 2011 Equip, other

674674371 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

November 28, 2011 Equip, MV incl.
- 2008 Caterpillar 775F
VIN CAT0775FADLS00596
- One (1) 2008 Caterpillar 775F Off Highway Truck S/N
CAT0775FADLS00596 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].

674746524 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

November 30, 2011 Equip, MV incl.
- 2011 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT00D8TCJ8B00574
- One (1) 2011 Caterpillar D8T Track-Type Tractor S/N
CAT00D8TCJ8B00574 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

674746515 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

November 30, 2011 Equip, MV incl.
- 2011 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT0988HHBXY04154
- One (1) 2011 Caterpillar 988H Wheel Loader S/N
CAT0988HHBXY04154 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].

674746497 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

November 30, 2011 Equip, MV incl.
- 2011 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT0988HHBXY04459
- One (1) 2011 Caterpillar 988H Wheel Loader S/N
CAT0988HHBXY04459 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].

677790576 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

April 23, 2012 Equip, MV incl.
- 2007 Caterpillar 657G
VIN CAT0657GLW1B00112
- One (1) 2007 Caterpillar 657G Wheel Scraper S/N
CAT0657GLW1B00112 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].

677790567 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

April 23, 2012 Equip, MV incl.
- 2007 Caterpillar 657G
VIN CAT0657GVW1B00110
- One (1) 2007 Caterpillar 657G Wheel Scraper S/N
CAT0657GVW1B00110 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

677790558 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

April 23, 2012 Equip, MV incl.
- 2007 Caterpillar 657G
VIN CAT0657GAW1B00111
- One (1) 2007 Caterpillar 657G Wheel Scraper S/N
CAT0657GAW1B00111 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].

678050541 Ricoh Canada Inc. USSC May 2, 2012 Equip
- Ricoh Photocopiers complete with all parts, attachments and
accessories included.

678183255 Ricoh Canada Inc. USSC May 7, 2012 Equip
- Ricoh Photocopiers complete with all parts, attachments and
accessories included.

679068459 Ricoh Canada Inc. USSC June 8, 2012 Equip, other

680025843 National Leasing Group Inc. USSC July 18, 2012 Equip
- All computer systems, software of every nature or kind described in
Lease number 2583201 between the Secured Party, as Lessor and the
Debtor, as Lessee, as amended from time to time, together with all
attachments, accessories and substitutions.

680496642 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 7, 2012 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar 775G
VIN CAT0775GCMJS00325
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar 775G Off Highway Truck S/N
CAT0775GCMJS00325 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].

681314877 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

September 10, 2012 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar 775G
VIN CAT0775GAMJS00327
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar 775G Off Highway Truck S/N
CAT0775GAMJS00327 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

681618906 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

September 21, 2012 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar 775G
VIN CAT0775GAMJS00330
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar 775G Off Highway Truck S/N
CAT0775GAMJS00330 together with all attachments, accessories,
accessions, replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above
Reference File No. 655237476].

682467057 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

October 29, 2012 Equip, MV incl.
- 1998 Caterpillar 657E
VIN 6TR00208
- One (1) 1998 Caterpillar 657E Water Tanker/Scrapper S/N
6TR00208 comes with new Klein 12,000 US GAL Tanker, together
with all attachments, accessories, accessions, replacements,
substitutions, additions... [see above Reference File No. 655237476].

684756045 Wheels Leasing Canada, Ltd. U.S. Steel Canada February 19, 2013 Equip, MV incl., $52,067.00
- 2013 Buick Enclave AWD 4DR PRE
VIN 5GAKVDKD2DJ151389

685991259 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

April 11, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar D6TLGP
VIN CAT00D6TEKSB01231
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar D6TLGP Track Type Tractor C/W VPAT
Blade together with all attachments, accessories, accessions,
replacements, substitutions, additions... [see above Reference File
No. 655237476].
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

689295573 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 7, 2013 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2010 Caterpillar 992K
VIN CAT0992KEH4C00421
- 2010 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT0988HLBXY04010
- 2010 Caterpillar 775F
VIN CAT0775FPDLS01157
- 2010 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT0988HEBXY04009
- One (1) 2010 Caterpillar 992K Wheel Loader S/N
CAT0992KEH4C00421, one (1) 2010 Caterpillar 988H Wheel
Loader S/N CAT0988HLBXY04010, one (1) Caterpillar 775F Off
Highway Truck S/N CAT0775FPDLS01157 and one (1) 2010
Caterpillar 988H Wheel Loader S/N CAT0988HEBXY04009 all
proceeds of every type, item or kind including but not limited to
goods, chattel paper, instruments, securities, intangibles, documents
of title, money and any property or obligations received when such
collateral or proceeds are sold, collected, dealt with, exchanged or
otherwise disposed of. Proceeds, Goods, Securities, Documents of
Title, Chattel Paper, Instruments, Money and Intangibles.

689295429 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 7, 2013 Equip, other, MV incl., no fixed maturity date
- 2010 Caterpillar 14M Motor Grader
VIN CAT0014MAB9J01367
- 2010 Caterpillar 14M Motor Grader
VIN CAT0014MVB9J01366
- One (1) 2010 Caterpillar Motor Grader Model 14M S/N
CAT0014MAB9J01367 and one (1) 2010 Caterpillar Motor Grader
Model 14M S/N CAT0014MVB9J01366 all proceeds of every type,
item or kind including but not limited to goods, chattel paper,
instruments, securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and
any property or obligations received when such collateral or
proceeds are sold, collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise
disposed of. Proceeds, Goods, Securities, Documents of Title,
Chattel Paper, Instruments, Money and Intangibles.
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

689321448 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

•    AUSC/USSC

August 8, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2008 Caterpillar 775F
VIN CAT0775FADLS00596
- 2011 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT0988HHBXY04459
- 2011 Caterpillar 988H
VIN CAT0988HHBXY04154
- 2006 Caterpillar D8T
VIN CAT00D8TCJ8B00574
 - One (1) 2006 Caterpillar D8T Track Type Tractor S/N
CAT00D8TCJ8B00574, one (1) 2008 Caterpillar 775F Off Highway
Truck S/N CAT0775FADLS00596, one (1) 2011 Caterpillar 988H
Wheel Loader S/N CAT0988HHBXY04459 C/W 10.0 Cubic Yard
GP Straight Edge Bucket W/BOE, one (1) 2011 Caterpillar 988H
Wheel Loader S/N CAT0988HHBXY04154 C/W 10.0 Cubic Yard
GP Straight Edge Bucket W/BOE all proceeds of every type, item or
kind including but not limited to goods, chattel paper, instruments,
securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and any property or
obligations received when such collateral or proceeds are sold,
collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise disposed of. Proceeds,
Goods, Securities, Documents of Title, Chattel Paper, Instruments,
Money and Intangibles.

689312781 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 8, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2007 Caterpillar 657G 
VIN CAT0657GAW1B00111
- 2007 Cateroillar 657G
VIN CAT0657GAW1B00110
 - One (1) 2007 Caterpillar 657G Wheel Scraper S/N
CAT0657GAW1B00111, one (1) 2007 Caterpillar 657G Wheel
Scraper S/N CAT0657GAW1B00110 all proceeds of every type,
item or kind including but not limited to goods, chattel paper,
instruments, securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and
any property or obligations received when such collateral or
proceeds are sold, collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise
disposed of. Proceeds, Goods, Securities, Documents of Title,
Chattel Paper, Instruments, Money and Intangibles.

689311827 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 8, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2007 Caterpillar 657G
VIN CAT0657GLW1B00112
- One (1) 2007 Caterpillar 657G Wheel Scraper S/N
CAT0657GLW1B00112 all proceeds of every type, item or kind
including but not limited to goods, chattel paper, instruments,
securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and any property or
obligations received when such collateral or proceeds are sold,
collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise disposed of. Proceeds,
Goods, Securities, Documents of Title, Chattel Paper, Instruments,
Money and Intangibles.
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

689345685 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 9, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar 775G
VIN CAT0775GAMJS00327
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar 775G Track Type Tractor S/N
CAT0775GAMJS00327 all proceeds of every type, item or kind
including but not limited to goods, chattel paper, instruments,
securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and any property or
obligations received when such collateral or proceeds are sold,
collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise disposed of. Proceeds,
Goods, Securities, Documents of Title, Chattel Paper, Instruments,
Money and Intangibles.

689330916 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    UAUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 9, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar D6TLGP
VIN CAT006TEKSB01231
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar D6TLGP Track Type Tractor S/N
CAT006TEKSB01231 C/W VPAT Blade all proceeds of every type,
item or kind including but not limited to goods, chattel paper,
instruments, securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and
any property or obligations received when such collateral or
proceeds are sold, collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise
disposed of. Proceeds, Goods, Securities, Documents of Title,
Chattel Paper, Instruments, Money and Intangibles.

689330907 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 9, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar 775G
VIN CAT0775GAMJS00330
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar 775G Off Highway Truck S/N
CAT0775GAMJS00330 all proceeds of every type, item or kind
including but not limited to goods, chattel paper, instruments,
securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and any property or
obligations received when such collateral or proceeds are sold,
collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise disposed of. Proceeds,
Goods, Securities, Documents of Title, Chattel Paper, Instruments,
Money and Intangibles.

689330844 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 9, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 2012 Caterpillar 775G
VIN CAT0775GCMJS00325
- One (1) 2012 Caterpillar 775G Off Highway Truck S/N
CAT0775GCMJS00325 all proceeds of every type, item or kind
including but not limited to goods, chattel paper, instruments,
securities, intangibles, documents of title, money and any property or
obligations received when such collateral or proceeds are sold,
collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise disposed of. Proceeds,
Goods, Securities, Documents of Title, Chattel Paper, Instruments,
Money and Intangibles.
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Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

689330817 Caterpillar Financial Services
Limited

•    USSC

•    AUSC

•    USSC/AUSC

•    AUSC/USSC

•    USSC AUSC

•    AUSC USSC

August 9, 2013 Equip, MV incl.
- 1998 Caterpillar 657E
VIN 6TR00208
- One (1) 1998 Caterpillar 657E wheel tractor-scraper S/N 6TR00208
C/W new Klein 12,000 US GAL Tanker all proceeds of every type,
item or kind including but not limited to Goods, Chattel Paper,
Instruments, Securities, Intangibles, Documents of Title, Money and
any property or obligations received when such collateral or
proceeds are sold, collected, dealt with, exchanged or otherwise
disposed of. Proceeds, Goods, Securities, Documents of Title,
Chattel Paper, Instruments, Money and Intangibles.

691242156 Comsource, Inc.
MB Financial Bank, N.A.
(6111 N. River Rd.)

USSC October 22, 2013 Equip, other
- All present and future goods including, but not limited to, various
computer equipment, personal computers, laptops, peripherals and
software, and any replacement, substitution, addition, attachment,
modification, update, revision, new version, enhancement, accessory,
insurance proceeds and the cash proceeds of any goods, wherever
located, leased by Comsource, Inc. (“Lessor”) to USSC
(“Debtor/Lessee”) pursuant to the Master Lease Agreement dated
February 20, 2013, between Lessor and Debtor/Lessee. This UCC
filing is intended to be for informational and precautionary purposes
only and to give notice of Lessor’s ownership of the Goods and the
existence of a true lease. If any transaction entered into under the
Master Lease is deemed to be other than a true lease, then it is the
intention of the parties that Lessor has a properly perfected security
interest under the Uniform Commercial Code in the Goods subject to
the Master Lease Agreement.

695009844 Sirco Machinery Company
Limited

USSC April 7, 2014 Equip, $51,210
-one Haas mini mill vertical machining center with WIPS-R, WL,
8M, PS24CT And 2 days training. Serial number SN-1109905 – US
Funds.

696510234 Black Diamond LP by way
of its general partner Black
Diamond Group Inc.

USSC May 27, 2014 Equip, no fixed maturity date
-EL-00003, SN 1240L006, Value-$31,895.00, located at US Steel
Nanticoke.

U. S. Steel Tubular Products Canada GP Inc.

Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

No registrations.
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U. S. Steel Tubular Products Canada Limited Partnership

Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

No registrations.

4347226 Canada Inc.

Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

No registrations.

The Steel Company of Canada, Limited

Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

No registrations.

The Stelco Plate Company Ltd.

Reference File No. Secured Party Debtor Date of PPSA Registration Collateral Secured 
and Comments

No registrations.
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(412) 433-6791
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

U. S. STEEL ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC ACTIONS TO STRENGTHEN COMPANY
AND UPDATES THIRD QUARTER OUTLOOK

PITTSBURGH, Sept. 16, 2014 – United States Steel Corporation (NYSE: X) today announced three key strategic actions that support its transformation:

• the decision by U. S. Steel to not proceed with an expansion at its iron ore pellet operations in Keewatin, Minn.;

• the decision by U. S. Steel to forgo further development and construction of the carbon alloy facilities at Gary Works in Gary, In.; and

• the unanimous decision by the board of directors of its Canadian subsidiary, U. S. Steel Canada Inc., to apply for relief for U. S. Steel Canada,
Inc. from its creditors pursuant to Canada’s Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA).

Keetac expansion and Gary Works Carbon Alloy Module Construction

U. S. Steel has decided not to pursue an expansion of its iron ore pellet operations at Keetac in Keewatin, Minn. The expansion would have increased

the facility’s production by 3.6 million tons annually to a total of 9.6 million tons, and included upgrading and restarting an idled pelletizing line, as well as

upgrading the mining, concentrating and agglomerating processes at Keetac. The permits required for this expansion expire this month and will not be renewed.

U. S. Steel has also decided not to proceed with additional investments into the carbon alloy facilities at Gary Works. This project, which began in 2011,

contemplated the construction of two modules to provide a carbon alloy



 

material used to replace traditionally manufactured coke, to the Gary Works blast furnaces. One module, “C” module, has been built and will be permanently

idled while a second, “D” module, will not be constructed.

The estimated capital investment that would have been required to complete these projects was in excess of $800 million. We estimate that these two

strategic actions will result in a non-cash, pre-tax charge of approximately $250 million in the third quarter, which includes approximately $40 million for Keetac

and approximately $210 million for Gary Works.

In making these decisions, U. S. Steel considered its future raw materials needs for iron ore and coke, and found its current production capability

sufficient. The previously announced examination of alternative iron and steelmaking technologies such as gas-based, direct-reduced iron (DRI) and electric arc

furnace (EAF) steelmaking are not affected by these decisions. The company is seeking permits for the possible construction of an EAF at our Fairfield Works in

Alabama.

Commenting on the actions relative to the Keetac expansion and Gary Works carbon alloy facilities, U. S. Steel President and CEO Mario Longhi said,

“The decisions to stop further efforts relative to these investments represent another step in our transformation to earn the right to grow. These strategic

decisions allow us to redirect funding to projects to further develop Advanced High Strength Steels for our automotive customers, premium connections for our

energy market customers, and capital expenditures to update and modernize our operations.”

U. S. Steel Canada Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA) filing

U. S. Steel Canada has recorded a loss from operations in each of the last five years, with an aggregate operating loss of approximately $2.4 billion, or

in excess of $16.00 per diluted share, since December 2009. Additionally, U. S. Steel Canada represents approximately $1 billion of U. S. Steel’s consolidated

Employee Benefits liability as of June 30, 2014. As a result of the CCAA filing, U. S. Steel has determined that U. S. Steel Canada and its subsidiaries will be

deconsolidated from U. S. Steel’s financial statements on a prospective basis effective as of the date of the CCAA filing. The deconsolidation of U. S. Steel

Canada’s operating results would have increased net income on a pro forma basis for the six months ended June 30, 2014 by $26 million, or $0.16 per diluted

share. U. S. Steel has agreed to provide U. S. Steel Canada with CA$185 million (approximately $165 million) of secured debtor-in-possession financing (DIP

Financing) to support current operations through the end of 2015 and allow U. S. Steel Canada to continue operating and serving its customers.
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“A planned restructuring will allow U. S. Steel Canada to operate and compete more effectively. We know this was not an easy decision for U. S. Steel

Canada’s independent directors,” stated U. S. Steel President and CEO Mario Longhi. “U. S. Steel Canada has asked the court for an order allowing it to

continue to operate while exploring restructuring alternatives – to pay its suppliers and employees and to continue to service its customers. We believe these

actions will provide longer term stability for U. S. Steel’s employees, suppliers and customers.”

The CCAA filing is an event of default under the terms of the Province Note Loan Agreement dated as of March 31, 2006 which provide that the

Province Note became immediately due and payable. The principal amount due under the Province Note is CA$150 million (approximately $136 million). A

failure of U. S. Steel Canada to pay the Province Note when due would constitute an event of default under the indenture for U. S. Steel’s 2.75% Senior

Convertible Notes Due 2019 (2019 Notes) that enables the holders to declare the 2019 Notes immediately due and payable. Although the 2019 Notes are

currently trading well above par, if this occurs, U. S. Steel plans to use cash to pay the outstanding principal amount of $316 million. The filing does not trigger

any other material events of default under any other U. S. Steel Canada or U. S. Steel financing arrangements.

A full unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma balance sheet as of June 30, 2014, and unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma statement of

operations for the six months ended June 30, 2014 and the year ended December 31, 2013, reflecting the deconsolidation of U. S. Steel Canada, are in

Appendix A.

Update to Third Quarter Outlook         

We expect a significant improvement in operating income for our reportable segments and Other Businesses in the third quarter. Steel market

conditions in the U.S. have remained stable and our operations have performed well. As a result, we expect our third quarter results, excluding the items

described below, to be significantly higher than the current consensus earnings per share estimates.

As a result of these three strategic actions, we estimate a non-cash, pretax charge of between $550 million and $600 million (approximately $300 million

to $350 million from the CCAA filing and deconsolidation of U. S. Steel Canada and approximately $250 million for the other two strategic actions). In August,

we completed the sale of
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surface rights and mineral royalty revenue streams in the state of Alabama, which has generated approximately $55 million of cash and pre-tax income, and we

made a $140 million voluntary contribution to our main defined benefit pension plan. Our cash balance as of August 31, 2014 was $1.4 billion after the receipt of

the $55 million and the payment of the $140 million described above, as well as a rebuilding of inventories depleted in the second quarter.

    

*****

This release contains forward-looking statements with respect to capital resources and liquidity, the third quarter outlook, the effects of U. S. Steel

Canada’s application under the CCAA and U. S. Steel Canada’s deconsolidation from U. S. Steel, as well as the effects related to actions regarding Keetac and

the carbon alloy facilities at Gary Works. To the extent that operating cash flow is materially lower than recent levels or external financing sources are not

available on terms competitive with those currently available, our future liquidity and ability to fund strategic projects may be adversely affected. We present U.

S. Steel Canada aggregate operating loss and loss per diluted share, which are non-GAAP measures, to better enable investors and others to assess our

consolidated results and compare them with our competitors. In accordance with “safe harbor” provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995,

cautionary statements identifying important factors, but not necessarily all factors, that could cause actual results to differ materially from those set forth in the

forward-looking statements have been included in U. S. Steel’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2013, and in subsequent filings

for U. S. Steel.

United States Steel Corporation, headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pa., is a leading integrated steel producer and Fortune 200 company with major

production operations in the United States and Central Europe and an annual raw steelmaking capability of 24.4 million net tons. The company manufactures a

wide range of value-added steel sheet and tubular products. For more information about U. S. Steel, please visit www.ussteel.com.
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Exhibit 99.2

Appendix A
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION AND CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES

UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED PRO FORMA FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The following unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements of U. S. Steel and its consolidated subsidiaries
(collectively, “U. S. Steel”, “we” or “our”) are included herein:

• Unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma balance sheet as of June 30,
2014;

• Unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma statement of operations for the six months ended June 30,
2014;

• Unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 2013;
and

• Notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial
statements.

The following unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements are based upon the historical consolidated financial
statements of U. S. Steel, adjusted to reflect the deconsolidation of U. S. Steel Canada (USSC) and its consolidated subsidiaries
(collectively, USSC) as a result of the filing by USSC and certain of its subsidiaries on September 16, 2014 (the Petition Date) for relief
under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act of Canada (CCAA). U. S. Steel has determined that, as a result of the CCAA filing and
beginning on the Petition Date, U. S. Steel will no longer control USSC and therefore, USSC will be deconsolidated from U. S. Steel’s
consolidated financial statements prospectively. Subsequent to the deconsolidation, we will account for our investment in USSC using the
cost method of accounting which is reflected as zero in the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements.

The following unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements of U. S. Steel should be read in conjunction with the
historical consolidated financial statements of U. S. Steel and the related notes included in our 2013 annual Form 10-K filing and our
quarterly filing on Form 10-Q for the three and six month periods ended June 30, 2014 as filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. The unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma balance sheet reflects the deconsolidation of USSC assuming the CCAA
filing had occurred on June 30, 2014 while the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma statements of operations give effect to the
deconsolidation assuming the CCAA filing had occurred on January 1, 2013. The pro forma adjustments are based on the best available
information including certain assumptions that U. S. Steel management believes are reasonable. While such adjustments include estimates
that are subject to change, management believes such adjustments are appropriate and directly attributable to the deconsolidation of
USSC.

The unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not necessarily
indicative of the operating results or financial position that would have occurred had the deconsolidation of USSC occurred on June 30,
2014 for the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma balance sheet, or on January 1, 2013 for the unaudited condensed consolidated
pro forma statements of operations for the six months ended June 30, 2014 and the year ended December 31, 2013. Readers should not
rely on the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements as being indicative of the historical operating results that U.
S. Steel would have achieved or any future operating results or financial position that it will experience after the effective date of the CCAA
filing.



 

United States Steel Corporation      
Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Pro Forma Balance Sheet   
June 30, 2014       
        

(Dollars in millions)

Historical U. S.
Steel

Consolidated

Less:
Deconsolidation of

USSC (a) Eliminations (b)
Pro Forma

Adjustments  
Pro Forma U.

S. Steel
        
Assets       
Current assets:       
 Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,471 $ 145 — —  $ 1,326
 Receivables 2,071 320 153 39  (c) 1,943
 Inventories 2,337 322 — —  2,015
 Other current assets 648 6 — 9  (d) 651
 Total current assets 6,527 793 153 48  5,935
        
Property, plant and equipment, net 5,736 885 — —  4,851
Investments and long-term receivables 622 48 — 407  (e) 981
Intangibles - net 266 58 — —  208
Other noncurrent assets 255 26 — —  229
 Total assets $ 13,406 $ 1,810 $ 153 $ 455  $ 12,204

        
Liabilities       
Current liabilities:       
 Accounts payable $ 2,294 $ 704 $ 506 $ 57  (f) $ 2,153
 Payroll and benefits payable 998 137 — —  861

 
Short-term debt and current maturities of
long-term debt 20 — — 316  (g) 336

 Other current liabilities 209 4 — 9  (h) 214
 Total current liabilities 3,521 845 506 382  3,564
Long-term debt, less unamortized discount 3,605 129 — (316)  (g) 3,160
Long-term payables — 1,517 1,517 —  —
Employee benefits 1,841 999 — —  842
Deferred income tax liabilities 506 — — (22)  (i) 484
Deferred credits and other noncurrent liabilities 419 29 — 25  (h) 415
 Total liabilities 9,892 3,519 2,023 69  8,465
        
Stockholders' Equity       

Common Stock 151 — — —  151
Treasury stock, at cost (440) — — —  (440)
Additional paid-in capital 3,638 2,268 2,268 —  3,638
Retained Earnings 1,808 (3,446 ) (4,138 ) 386  (j) 1,502
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (1,644) (531 ) — —  (1,113)
       
 Total U. S. Steel stockholders' equity 3,513 (1,709 ) (1,870 ) 386  3,738
        
Noncontrolling Interest 1 —  —  1
 Total liabilities and stockholders' equity $ 13,406 $ 1,810 $ 153 $ 455  $ 12,204

See the notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements.



 

United States Steel Corporation      
Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Pro Forma Statement of Operations     
Six Months Ended June 30, 2014       
       

       

(Dollars in millions, except share and per share data)

Historical U. S.
Steel

Consolidated

Less:
Deconsolidation of

USSC (k) Eliminations (b)
Pro Forma

Adjustments  
Pro Forma
U. S. Steel

Net Sales $ 8,848 $ 1,061 $ 341 $ 245  (l) $ 8,373
       

Operating Expenses       
     Cost of sales 8,135 1,039 341 289  (l) 7,726
     Selling, general and administrative expenses 281 15 — (3) (m) 263
     Depreciation, depletion and amortization 331 46 — —  285
     Income from Investees (53) — — —  (53)
     Restructuring and other charges 18 4 — —  14
     Other operating income, net (21) — — —  (21)

Total operating expenses 8,691 1,104 341 286  8,214
       

Income (loss) from operations 157 (43 ) — (41)  159
Net interest and other financial costs (income) 133 5 — (20)  (n) 108
Income (loss) before income taxes 24 (48 ) — (21)  51
Income tax (benefit) provision (10) — — 1  (o) (9)
       

Net income (loss) attributable to United States Steel
Corporation $ 34 $ (48) — $ (22)  $ 60

       

Income per common share       
Basic $ 0.23     $ 0.41

Diluted $ 0.23     $ 0.39
       

Average common shares outstanding, in thousands       
Basic 144,821     144,821

Diluted 146,144     153,591

See the notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements.



 

United States Steel Corporation       
Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Pro Forma Statement of Operations     
Year ended December 31, 2013       
       

       

(Dollars in millions, except share and per share
data)

Historical U. S.
Steel

Consolidated

Less:
Deconsolidation of

USSC (k) Eliminations (b)
Pro Forma

Adjustments  
Pro Forma
U. S. Steel

Net Sales $ 17,424 $ 1,404 302 $ 581  (l) $ 16,903
       

Operating Expenses       
     Cost of sales 16,015 1,677 302 581  (l) 15,221
     Selling, general and administrative expenses 610 30 — (6) (m) 574
     Depreciation, depletion and amortization 684 118 — —  566
     Income from Investees (39) (2 ) — —  (37)
     Impairment of Goodwill 1,806 615 — —  1,191
     Restructuring and other charges 248 237 — —  11

Total operating expenses 19,324 2,675 302 575  17,526
       

(Loss) income from operations (1,900) (1,271 ) — 6  (623)
Net interest and other financial costs (income) 332 22 — (35)  (n) 275
(Loss) income before income taxes (2,232) (1,293 ) — 41  (898)
Income tax (benefit) provision (p) (587) (561 ) — —  (o) (26)
       

Net (loss) income attributable to United States Steel
Corporation $ (1,645) $ (732) — $ 41  $ (872)

       

Loss per common share       
Basic $ (11.38)     $ (6.03)

Diluted $ (11.38)     $ (6.03)
       

Average common shares outstanding, in thousands       
Basic 144,578     144,578

Diluted 144,578     144,578

See the notes to the unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma financial statements.



 

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED PRO FORMA FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(a) Reflects the deconsolidation of USSC’s assets and liabilities (including USSC’s intercompany balances with U. S. Steel) at their
carrying amounts included in USSC’s general ledger at June 30, 2014.

(b) Represents adjustments to remove the effect of intercompany amounts and transactions which are included in the USSC general
ledger (as noted in (a) above and (k) below). The adjustment to retained earnings also includes the estimated impact from the loss
on deconsolidation due to the de-recognition of the carrying amounts of USSC’s assets and liabilities and accumulated other
comprehensive loss previously consolidated in U.S. Steel’s historical consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2014. The
unaudited condensed consolidated pro forma statements of operations do not include the estimated loss on deconsolidation as it is
not expected to have a continuing impact due to its non-recurring nature.

(c) Amounts are recorded as trade accounts receivable and interest on long term notes receivable, net for pro forma financial
statement presentation. Prior to the deconsolidation, these amounts were considered intercompany trade receivables and
intercompany interest receivable on long-term intercompany notes and were eliminated in consolidation. Subsequent to the
deconsolidation, these amounts are recorded as balances with USSC (related party trade receivable and interest receivable) at an
estimated fair value based on the retained interest determined by the recoverability of the carrying amount and whether the related
party trade receivable and interest receivable is secured or unsecured. Management has estimated a recovery rate based upon the
estimated fair value of the net assets of USSC available for distribution in relation to secured and unsecured claims in the CCAA
filing.

(d) Amount represents additional short-term deferred tax assets as a result of the deconsolidation of USSC at June 30,
2014.
 

(e) Amounts are recorded as investments and long-term receivables, net for pro forma financial statement presentation. Prior to the
deconsolidation, these amounts were considered intercompany notes payable by USSC and were eliminated in consolidation.
Subsequent to the deconsolidation, these amounts are recorded as balances with USSC (related party note receivable) at an
estimated fair value based on the retained interest determined by the recoverability of the carrying amount and whether the related
party note receivable is considered secured or unsecured. Management has estimated a recovery rate based upon the estimated
fair value of the net assets of USSC available for distribution in relation to the secured and unsecured claims in the CCAA filing.

(f) Amounts are recorded as trade accounts payable for pro forma financial statement presentation. Prior to the deconsolidation of
USSC, these amounts were considered intercompany trade accounts payable and were eliminated in consolidation. Subsequent
to the deconsolidation, these amounts are recorded as balances with USSC (related party accounts payable).

(g) Represents the reclassification of U. S. Steel’s 2.75% Senior Convertible Notes (2019 Notes) from long-term to short-term as a
result of the CCAA filing. The CCAA filing is an event of default under the terms of the Province Note Loan Agreement and the
failure of U. S. Steel Canada to pay the Province Note would constitute an event of default under the indenture for the 2019 Notes
that enables the holders to declare the 2019 Notes immediately due and payable. Further, it is U. S. Steel’s intent and ability to
settle the 2019 Notes in cash if this occurs.

(h) Represents contingent liabilities to be retained by U. S. Steel after the deconsolidation of
USSC.



 

(i) Represents additional long-term deferred tax assets as a result of the deconsolidation of USSC as June 30,
2014.

(j) The adjustment to retained earnings reflects the net impact of amounts as a result of the pro-forma adjustments
column.

(k) Reflects the deconsolidation of USSC’s statement of operations (including USSC’s intercompany transactions with U. S. Steel)
included in USSC’s general ledger for the six months ended June 30, 2014 and for the year ended December 31, 2013.

(l) Represents sales and cost of sales related to sales transactions from U. S. Steel to USSC, which after the deconsolidation of
USSC will be considered third party transactions and are expected to have a continuing impact. Prior to the deconsolidation, these
amounts were considered intercompany transactions with USSC and were eliminated in consolidation. These intercompany sales
transactions from U. S. Steel to USSC were made at a third party margin of approximately 25% for the six months ended June 30,
2014 and 22% for the year ended December 31, 2013 which was reported in cost of sales in USSC’s general ledger and removed
via the deconsolidation of USSC column. The assumption is that these transactions have been sold through to a third party for the
six months ended June 30, 2014 and the year ended December 31, 2013. Also included in the cost of sales adjustment is the
intercompany cost of sales and profit that was previously eliminated in consolidation associated with purchases by U. S. Steel from
USSC which is expected to have a continuing impact. The intercompany profit was calculated at a rate that is representative of
USSC’s gross margin on third party transactions and represents U. S. Steel’s incremental costs on the historical transactions.

(m)Represents various selling and general and administrative (SG&A) expenses historically incurred by U. S. Steel on behalf of USSC
which will be reimbursed by USSC subsequent to the deconsolidation and are expected to have a continuing impact.

(n) Represents interest income related to loans from U. S. Steel to USSC that are expected to have a continuing impact as noted in (c)
and (e) above. Prior to the deconsolidation, these amounts were considered intercompany interest income from USSC and were
eliminated in consolidation.

(o) Represents the impact of additional deferred taxes as a result of the deconsolidation of USSC for the periods ended June 30, 2014
and December 31, 2013. The effects of the deferred taxes are shown as they are expected to have a continuing impact
subsequent to the deconsolidation of USSC.

(p) The income tax benefit for the period ended December 31, 2013 has been revised to reflect an additional tax benefit of $27 million
associated with our 2013 tax restructuring. The previously reported amount disclosed in the consolidated statement of operations
in U. S. Steel’s 2013 annual report on Form 10-K will be updated in the 2014 annual report on Form 10-K to reflect this additional
tax benefit in the consolidated statement of operations with a corresponding decrease to long-term deferred tax liabilities and an
increase in retained earnings of $27 million to the previously reported amounts in the consolidated balance sheet. Refer to U.S.
Steel’s quarterly filing on Form 10-Q for the three and six month periods ended June 30, 2014 for further disclosure of the revision.


